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Sovereigns – Global

Shift to electric vehicles raising battery
metals revenue; governance, infrastructure
to shape realisation of potential

The electric vehicle (EV) transformation is driving higher demand for the raw materials used
in their batteries, in particular lithium, nickel, cobalt and copper. We expect demand for
these metals to grow rapidly into the late 2020s and beyond. In this report, we identify
the sovereigns that could see credit benefits from this trend, and explain some of the
hurdles that will likely arise. We find that while Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
has extremely large potential, governance and infrastructure limitations will significantly
constrain the credit benefits. Potential is much smaller for the other sovereigns that produce
the metals used in EV batteries in relation to the size of their economies, exports and
government revenue.

» Demand for metals to rise sharply  We project that consumption of the metals used in
battery electric vehicles (BEVs)1 will increase up to sixfold, as BEV penetration levels reach
8% – our base case – by the mid-2020s. Australia, Chile, DRC, Indonesia, Peru and the
Philippines have particularly large shares of global production capacity and reserves.

» Based on natural resources endowment, DRC, followed by Chile, Philippines,
have the potential to benefit from increasing metal demand DRC's potential is
extremely large: if fully realised, cobalt production would total nearly 16% of DRC's 2018
GDP, more than half of its goods exports, and 133% of its government revenue by 2030.
Even a partial realisation would transform the sovereign's fiscal and external profiles. The
potential economic and fiscal benefits of demand for BEV metals for the other countries
are much smaller. Chile and the Philippines would experience higher GDP growth, and
government and export revenue but without a significant impact on their credit profiles.

» Investment challenges to constrain credit-positive impact for DRC; conditions
supportive in Chile, Philippines, Indonesia, Australia  Strength of governance,
infrastructure and labour quality, ease of doing business, and political and regulatory
environments are key factors in determining a sovereign's ability to tap natural wealth in
BEV battery metals. Very weak governance, poor infrastructure and persistent pockets
of social instability in the DRC remain key challenges in ramping up metals production.
Chile, the Philippines, Indonesia and especially Australia have stronger infrastructure,
governance and general business environments, which will allow them to capitalise more
fully on their respective opportunities.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1162696
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Exhibit 1

DRC has by far the largest natural resources endowment in BEV battery metals, followed by Chile, Philippines, Australia

Copper Nickel Lithium Cobalt

Nominal 

GDP

Merchandise 

exports

General 

government 

revenue

Doing 

Business

Logistic 

performance  

Political 

risk Governance Copper Nickel Lithium Cobalt

DRC 5.8 - - 66.3 15.7 53.4 132.5 36.9 2.3 H- 0.4 2.4 - - 49.5

Chile 28.1 - 18.9 - 1.2 5.0 5.8 71.8 3.3 VL 79.1 20.6 - 57.5 -

Philippines - 14.7 - 3.4 0.5 3.5 3.3 57.7 2.9 L+ 30.9 - 5.4 - 4.1

Peru 11.6 - - - 0.5 1.9 2.6 68.8 2.8 L+ 28.3 10.0 - - -

Indonesia 3.8 24.2 - - 0.3 1.7 2.1 68.0 3.1 L 38.4 6.2 23.7 - -

Australia 4.6 7.3 60.2 3.5 0.3 1.6 0.8 80.1 3.8 VL 90.6 10.7 21.5 19.4 17.5

Russia 3.4 9.1 - 4.3 0.1 0.5 0.3 77.4 2.7 H- 13.4 7.4 8.6 - 3.6

Canada - 6.9 - 2.8 0.1 0.2 0.1 79.3 3.8 VL 93.6 - 3.0 - 3.6

China 7.7 4.8 9.4 2.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 73.6 3.6 L+ 39.5 3.1 3.2 7.2 1.2

Production of BEV battery metals by 

2030 (% of) Reserves (% of global)Investment potential (based on)Production (% of global)

[1] Overall ease of doing business score 2018; 0 to 100
[2] Logistic Performance Indicators score 2018; 2.0 (Somalia) to 4.2 (Germany)
[3] Moody's assessment of political risk; higher score implies higher associated risk.
Sources: National authorities, USGS, World Bank, Moody's Investors Service
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Demand for metals to rise sharply

We expect that metals consumption for BEVs will rise sixfold from current levels, as EV penetration reaches 8% of total car sales (our
base scenario) by the mid-2020s (see Exhibit 2), and continues to rise rapidly in the second half of the next decade. Unless significant
new production capacity comes online, such demand will far outstrip supply, which we expect will be broadly flat over the projection
period for cobalt, copper and nickel, creating very favourable conditions for producers.2

Exhibit 2

Metals consumption for BEVs will grow multifold
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metal's use may differ depending on evolving battery formulations, emerging alternatives, and EV adoption rates. Penetration rate is defined as BEV's share of new vehicle sales.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Copper

Global consumption of refined copper exceeded production by roughly 90,000 tons in 2018, similar to in 2017, according to estimates
by the International Copper Study Group (ICSG). Copper prices in 2018 reflected increased expectations for demand and a supply
deficit: at around 296 cents per pound in 2018, prices were 5.8% and 9.1% higher than in 2017 and the five-year historical average,
respectively. Global refined copper production grew 2.6% year-on-year overall in 2018.

» Chile (A1 stable) was the world's top supplier of mined copper in 2018 (see Exhibit 3), a position it has held for many years, with
28.1% of global production and 20.6% of reserves. Production as a share of its own reserves remains relatively low at 3.4% per year,
indicating a large supply of copper to meet increasing demand. Other sovereigns with a large production capacity for copper include
Peru (A3 stable), China (A1 stable) and the US (Aaa stable). However, Chile’s copper ore grades have declined significantly over
the last two decades. The National Mining Council estimates that ore grades stood at 0.61% in 2015, down from 1.13% in 2002.
This raises producers' cost structure, as they have to process higher quantities of ore to produce the same amount of refined copper.

» While Australia (Aaa stable)'s current production is smaller, its reserves are the second-largest globally. Correspondingly, it
records the lowest production rate as a share of its own reserves at around 1% per year. According to the Minerals Council of
Australia, exploration expenditure in Australia over the past two years was close to its long-term historical average, and primarily
reflected exploration at existing mines (brownfield exploration) rather than to identify new sites (greenfield exploration).Under its
Resources 2030 Taskforce Report, the government of South Australia (Aa1 stable), whose state is the home of BHP (A2 stable)'s
Olympic Dam and Oz Minerals' Carrapateena projects, also highlighted its intention to boost production to meet rising copper
demand, projected to increase by 24% to more than 30 million tonnes by 2030, by accelerating exploration and discoveries, and
developing innovative infrastructure, services and research.

Against the backdrop of falling ore grades, particularly in copper, supply will fall short of growing demand in the absence of new
investment in exploration and development. The discovery of new copper sources has been dwindling, and totalled just over 100
million tons over the past decade, compared with almost 1 billion tons during the preceding 19 years. The impact on copper prices in
the longer term will depend on the extent to which higher prices induce new and replacement supply, scrap supply compensates for
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https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Chile-Government-of-credit-rating-171693
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Peru-Government-of-credit-rating-601500
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https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/United-States-of-America-Government-of-credit-rating-790575
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Australia-Government-of-credit-rating-75300
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/South-Australian-Government-Financing-Auth-credit-rating-686860
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/BHP-credit-rating-600060778
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lack of primary refined copper supply, and on technological developments which, for example, increase the yield from lower-grade
mined ore. The extent of copper price rises will also reflect the degree of switching of demand to other metals which can be used in EVs
and batteries. Overall, although these factors are highly uncertain, we would expect some upward pressure on price over the medium
to long term in the absence of major copper resource discoveries. Even in the event of a major discovery, establishment of a new mine
through to development can take around 10 years, with full ramp up adding further delays before supply comes on to the market.

Nickel

Global production of nickel grew 6.5% year-on-year in 2018, after being almost flat in 2017, with Indonesia (Baa2 stable) recording a
notable increase. Reflecting stronger demand and a supply deficit, nickel prices rose around 26% in 2018 but from a low base, and were
around 6% higher than the five-year historical average.

» Indonesia had the highest production and reserves globally, both at around 24% of the world total (see Exhibit 4). Production
jumped more than 62% in 2018, as the country continued to benefit from the 2017 easing of a ban on unprocessed nickel ore
and bauxite exports, which had aimed to encourage higher value-added smelting industries. In September 2019, the authorities
announced that they would reimpose the ban on exports of nickel ore from 1 January 2020, two years earlier than initially indicated.

» Nickel production by the Philippines (Baa2 stable), which is second to Indonesia globally, declined by 7.1% in 2018, because of the
continued suspension of around half of the country’s mining operations for failing to meet environmental standards. Nevertheless,
production constitutes around 15% of the global total.

Exhibit 3

Chile is the world's top producer of copper and has the largest
reserves
(2018)

Exhibit 4

Indonesia and Philippines are the world's top producers of nickel,
Australia has sizeable reserves
(2018)
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Lithium

Global production of lithium increased by around 23% to 85,000 tons in 2018, primarily because of a sharp increase in Australia, in
the context of higher lithium demand for battery applications more broadly. Lithium consumption for batteries has risen significantly
in recent years because rechargeable lithium batteries are used extensively in the growing market for portable electronic devices and
increasingly in electric tools, electric vehicles and grid storage applications. Roughly 46% of global lithium production is for battery
manufacture, according to USGS.

» Australia, Chile and China accounted for almost 90% of lithium production in 2018 (see Exhibit 5). Albemarle Corporation
(Baa2 stable) and Tianqi Lithium Corporation (Ba3 negative), the American and Chinese joint owners of the Greenbushes mine in
Australia, plan to more than double the production capacity of lithium concentrate to 1.95 million tons per year by 2021.
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» Diversifying supply, Chile’s leading lithium producer Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Chile S.A. (Baa1 stable) announced a joint
venture with another Australian company, Kidman Resources Limited, in September 2017 to develop a new operation in Australia
(Covalent Lithium), which will operate the Mt Holland Lithium Project.3

Cobalt

DRC continues to be the world’s leading source of mined cobalt, supplying more than 60% of global production. Its reserves are also
significant, accounting for almost half of the global total (see Exhibit 6). We expect global cobalt supply to increase more slowly than
consumption and to remain limited in the near term. The rise in consumption is mainly driven by strong growth in the rechargeable
battery and aerospace industries.

In 2018, average annual cobalt prices were about 31% higher than in 2017, because of strong consumer demand from the rechargeable
battery and aerospace industries, as well as limited availability of cobalt metal. China was the leading consumer of cobalt, with more
than 80% going into rechargeable batteries.

Exhibit 5

Australia is the world's top producer of lithium, but Chile has the
most reserves
(2018)

Exhibit 6

DRC is the world's top producer of cobalt, and has the largest
reserves
(2018)
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Quantifying the potential impact of demand for BEV metals on sovereign credit metrics

Using our baseline projections for sales of electric vehicles and their batteries, we have calculated the estimated output value of battery-
related metals by the world's top producers in 2030 (see Exhibit 7). We assume constant global production shares and metal prices in dollar
terms up until 2030.

Exhibit 7

Estimated output value of battery-related metals by the world's top producers in 2030
($ billions, constant 2018 prices)
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Note: Prices sourced from London Metals Exchange (LME) for copper, nickel and cobalt, and from Industry Minerals for lithium.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

We derive the estimated potential value of the metals production in 2030 as a share of the sovereign's 2018 nominal GDP, merchandise
exports and total government revenue, to assess the relative direct impact to each economy, all else being equal.

» GDP: We assume that value added in mining of the four metals grows in line with production. Sustained strong expansion in an
increasingly large sector would raise growth potential, enhancing economic strength. We do not include in our estimates the
potential indirect impact of a ramp-up in metals production on investment and consumption in the wider economy.

» Government revenue: We assume that government revenue from mining of the four metals grows in line with value added.
Sustained strong growth in revenue from and related to the mining activities would increase the government's debt repayment
capacity. A high ratio reflects more room to manage the debt service burden and reduce any fiscal deficits or add to surpluses.

» Merchandise exports: We assume that exports of the four metals grow in line with production. Sustained strong growth
in exports contributes to a build-up in foreign exchange reserves or mitigates the drain on reserves from imports and debt
repayments, strengthening the sovereign's external position.

Sovereigns capable of producing more metal types for batteries have greater diversification and are subsequently less susceptible to shocks in
individual markets. These countries include Australia, China and Russia, which produce at least three of the four metals, and have sizeable
reserve pools.
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Based on natural resources endowments, DRC, then Chile, Philippines have the potential to benefit
from increasing metal demand

Based on our projections for demand, and assuming constant shares in global production, the production value of the four key metals
used to make batteries for BEVs would be extremely large relative to DRC's economy, exports and government revenue. This highlights
significant potential to raise the sovereign's economic and fiscal strength, if the country's natural resources were tapped efficiently. The
benefits would also be substantial for Chile and the Philippines, followed by Peru, Indonesia and Australia.

Potential high impact: DRC

We calculate that production of the metals used in BEV batteries could be worth more than 15% of DRC's 2018 nominal GDP, 50% of
its 2018 merchandise exports and 130% of 2018 total general government revenue by 2030 (see Exhibit 8). These values are multiple
times larger than our estimates for the other sovereigns. This would have a sizeable impact on the country's fiscal and current account
balances, which have both averaged deficits of about 2% of GDP over the past six years.

The new taxes and royalties that the authorities introduced in the revised mining code in March 2018 will boost government revenue
by more than $1 billion per year (21% of 2017 total revenue or 2.2% of GDP).4 While some major mining companies such as Glencore
(Baa1 stable) and Randgold have criticised the code, DRC has the potential to remain an attractive investment destination for miners
with higher risk tolerance, given its vast unexplored resource potential.

Increased tax revenue would allow the sovereign to direct more public funding toward essential and currently very weak infrastructure,
some of which such as power would also benefit the mining sector. The increase in revenue could additionally lead to a significant
build-up in foreign exchange reserves, strengthening the country's fragile external position.

While its mineral resources provide significant potential for mining investment and flow on effects for the economy, the DRC's
track record of very weak governance and recurrent conflict implies a material probability that much of the country's natural wealth
potential will remain untapped. Increasing global focus on the environmental and social aspects of mining provides another risk for
the DRC's exploitation of its resources. The London Metals Exchange's announcement of responsible sourcing guidelines for companies
mining in high risk or conflict zones illustrates that the country-specific elements of mining investment decisions will play an increasing
role in driving the allocation of such investment across jurisdictions.

Potential medium impact: Chile, Peru, the Philippines, Indonesia and Australia

Chile's mining industry remains the key driver of the country's economic output, with copper representing close to 50% of
total commodity exports. We estimate that production of battery-related metals could account for more than 5% of both 2018
merchandise exports and total government revenue by 2030 (see Exhibit 9).

In Peru, we estimate production of battery-related metals would be worth 1.9% of 2018 goods exports and 2.6% of government
revenue in 2030, at unchanged market shares. However, the country is likely to increase its share of the metals market, given the
government's focus on closing the gap with Chile, especially in copper. The Peruvian government estimates an overall $50 billion worth
of projects that could increase production by 30% in 2021. To facilitate this, the government has, in recent years, streamlined the
permit process for exploration.

We also expect the Philippines to experience modest economic gains from increased metal demand, supported by the government's
push to increase competitiveness and ease of doing business to attract foreign direct investment (FDI). Over the past year, the
administration lifted a two-year moratorium on approving mining exploration permits and small-scale mining projects to boost nickel
production. These factors could see the country increase its battery-related metals production to more than the 3.5% of 2018 goods
exports and 3.3% of government revenue that we estimate by 2030. Revenue collection should also rise as the authorities roll out
planned increases in excise taxes and royalties on mining operations.

In Indonesia, we estimate that production of BEV-related metals will be worth 1.7% of 2018 goods exports and 2.1% of government
revenue by 2030. Indonesia's economy has diversified away from commodities and toward manufacturing in recent years. However, a
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sharp rise in the value of BEV-related metals could prompt local producers to reassess that approach. Should the government reimpose
a ban on lithium exports in 2022, as currently mooted, Indonesia's capacity to achieve its potential from BEV metals demand would be
significantly reduced.

Similarly, in Australia, economic activity is continuing to shift from mining to services, as capacity expansion in the iron ore and oil and
gas sectors grows at a slower pace. We estimate that production of battery-related metals will be worth 1.6% of Australia's 2018 goods
exports and 0.8% of its government revenue by 2030. But rising demand for BEV-related metals could result in a targeted expansion in
the production of these commodities.

Low potential impact: Canada, China and Russia

Given the sheer size of their economies and government budgets and relative diversification of economic activities, we expect
Canada, China and Russia to be the least impacted by higher demand for BEV metals (see Exhibit 10). Future value estimates of metal
production do not exceed 0.5% of 2018 nominal GDP, merchandise exports and general government revenue by 2030 (and would be
smaller in relation to the 2030 size of these economies and their governments' budgets). Nevertheless, these countries will continue to
contribute significantly to the supply of these metals indirectly, through companies investing domestically and overseas.5

Exhibit 8

DRC will see the most significant uplift to
its economy if potential is fully realised
(2030 projections for battery metal production,
% of 2018 outturns)

Exhibit 9

Chile could also see a sizeable impact to its
economy
(2030 projections for battery metal production,
% of country's 2018 outturn)

Exhibit 10

In Russia, Canada and China, battery-
related metal demand will have a minimal
economic effect
(2030 projections for battery metal production,
% of country's 2018 economic outturn)
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Investment challenges to constrain credit-positive impact for DRC; conditions supportive in Chile,
Philippines, Indonesia, Australia

Each sovereign's ability to meet rising demand for BEV-related metals will depend on factors including the quality of its infrastructure
and labour pool, strength of the institutions, ease of doing business, and the political and regulatory environment. These factors in
aggregate primarily reflect the ability for countries to attract new investments to fund existing or additional projects to tap their
natural resources. Taking these considerations into account, in combination with our metals production estimates, we conclude
that the global shift to EVs should strengthen DRC's credit profile, from a very weak level. However, the degree of credit impact will
probably fall far short of its very large potential, as a radical improvement in an environment characterised by very weak governance
and recurring conflicts is unlikely in the foreseeable future. Booming metal demand will be credit positive for Chile, the Philippines and
Australia, although, on its own, it is unlikely to be material to the sovereigns' credit profiles.
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Weak governance, infrastructure, ease of doing business and heightened political risk are the main hurdles for DRC to
benefit from EV transformation

While the DRC has massive potential, governance is weak, as indicated by rule of law and control of corruption scores at the bottom
of rankings among rated sovereigns (see Exhibit 11), and will be one of the main long-term constraints in unlocking abundant mineral
resources. Indeed, major miners like BHP Group Limited (A2 stable) and Rio Tinto (A2 stable) have tended to focus on less risky
jurisdictions in the more recent past, and we expect that to remain the case.

In addition, poor infrastructure and severe constraints to doing business represent major challenges (see Exhibit 12). The country's road
network remains critically underdeveloped, with flying often the only viable option, raising business operating costs and complicating
logistics. Access to potable water remains an important constraint. Simmering conflicts in the east of the country and instability in
some regions are also deterrents to business investment, while politics impede progress in strengthening infrastructure and business
processes (see Exhibit 13). Political risk in DRC remains high, which would affect foreign investors' willingness to get involved in
resources exploration projects in the country.

Exhibit 11

Weak governance in DRC is a key hurdle in
unlocking growth potential from abundant
resources
(Percentile rank among rated universe)

Exhibit 12

DRC ranks very low in the World Bank's
Logistics Performance Indicators rankings
(Rank out of 167 countries, aggregated 2012-18)

Exhibit 13

DRC and Philippines also fare poorly on
ease of doing business
(Rank out of 190 countries, 2018)
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That said, since the value of metal production is so large relative to the size of the country's GDP, exports and government revenue, it
seems plausible that even very partial effective use of the natural endowment will have a credit-positive impact on the sovereign, via
gains in both the economic and fiscal strength channels.
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Exhibit 14

Political challenges could also undermine DRC's ability to fully take advantage of metal demand
(Moody's political risk scores, as of August 2019)
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Chile, Philippines and Australia likely to experience some credit-positive impact

Australia's reliable infrastructure, clean and transparent business and regulatory environments, and its well-trained workforce make it
an attractive target for investment. Conversely, high labour and other operating costs compared with other metal-producing countries,
and strict environmental regulations could be deterrents for some investors.

Chile's high quality infrastructure, healthy labour supply, and openness to trade and investment support its potential to benefit
from increasing demand for BEV metals from a credit perspective. Environmental issues, particularly water scarcity, could represent
a key constraint on mining activity. Water rights have long been the subject of social tensions between mining companies and local
communities. Mining that could be perceived to threaten water supply could result in social unrest and demands for mining companies
to reduce water consumption in favour of domestic users, raising costs or reducing production potential outright. Moreover, there are
some governance hurdles. For instance, while private companies are allowed to mine lithium, the licensing process is highly opaque.

Meanwhile, underdeveloped infrastructure has weighed on the Philippines' attractiveness to foreign investors. This is reflected in low
FDI inflows compared with other countries in Asia Pacific and particularly Southeast Asia. Traffic congestion, costly shipping and power,
and poor internet connectivity have been deterrents. However, the government has pledged to ramp up infrastructure investment
spending to over 7.0% of GDP by 2022 from 1.6% in 2011. The administration's confrontational stance on security and illegal drugs, as
well as on foreign policy, appears not to have not hurt economic growth or FDI.

Hurdles are higher for Peru and Indonesia to benefit from stronger metal demand

Peru's investment impediments relate to corruption, political infighting, a weak judicial system, some skills gaps and inefficient
bureaucracy, primarily at the local and regional government level. These issues reduce governability and policy execution, and detract
from the efficient allocation of resources. Moreover, and similar to Chile, rapid and far-reaching deregulation could spur more protests
over the potential impact on water and air quality. The Southern Copper Corporation's (Baa2 positive) $1.4 billion Tia Maria project, for
example, has stalled for years because of unrest. The government is working on a five-year $27 billion investment plan to strengthen
the country's infrastructure, using a mixture of public and private funding, which we expect will help unlock some of its BEV metals
potential, although not to a credit-significant extent.

Indonesia has a large infrastructure gap, which has constrained investment and presented structural bottlenecks to growth. To address
this, a key area of focus for President Joko Widodo's administration has been to ramp up infrastructure, specifically to increase inter-
island connectivity and upgrade port infrastructure. Measures primarily centre around enhancing funding, strengthening the public-
private partnership framework, and introducing streamlined regulations around land acquisition.
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Moody’s related publications
Sector In-Depth

» Automotive Manufacturing - Global: Automakers look to electrification to billions in emission-related fines, April 2019

» Metals & Mining - Global: Metal supply shortfall likely too slow battery electric vehicles near term production rates, April 2018

Issuer In-Depth

» Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo – B3 Negative: Annual credit analysis, July 2019

» Government of Australia – Aaa Stable: Annual credit analysis, March 2019

» Government of Indonesia – Baa2 Stable: Annual credit analysis, February 2019

» Government of Peru – A3 Stable: Annual credit analysis, August 2018

» Government of Chile – A1 Stable: Annual credit analysis, August 2018

» Government of the Philippines – Baa2 Stable: Annual credit analysis, July 2018

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. All research may not be available to all clients.
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Endnotes
1 A type of electric vehicle that is powered by chemical energy stored in rechargeable battery packs.

2 See Metals & Mining – Global: Metal supply shortfall likely to slow battery vehicles near term production rates, April 2018. Additional demand for these
metals will come from building infrastructure for charging stations and electrical grids that we do not account for in our estimates.

3 One of the biggest undeveloped hard-rock lithium projects in Australia, involving an open-pit lithium mine, a processing plant and a refinery.

4 See Govt. of Democratic Republic of the Congo: Democratic Republic of the Congo's revised mining code will benefit the sovereign, March 2018

5 Canada's First Cobalt Corp announced in April 2019 a $30 million plan to restart an idle cobalt refinery in Canada within two years and is in talks to supply
battery-grade product to four leading automakers. The restart would give US end-users of cobalt a refining base closer than China, where most refining of
the metal takes place. Chinese battery firm GEM Co Ltd in September 2018 announced plans to join four other companies to invest a total $700 million
in a project to produce battery grade nickel chemicals in Indonesia. The companies include units of top Chinese lithium battery maker Contemporary
Amperex Technology Ltd (CATL) and stainless steel-maker Tsingshan Holding Group. Russian nickel and palladium producer MMC Norilsk Nickel (Baa2
stable) also announced plans in 2019 to invest up to $1.4 billion over four years in two major projects in Russia, to ramp up nickel output and tap the
expected boom in demand from EV makers.
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